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No matter who you are or where you are 
on life’s journey, you’re welcome here.

Office Hours: Mon-Thurs 8-4:30 | Fri 8-4 
Rev. Kyle Carnes, Senior Minister 

The Interpreter Saint Stephens 
United Church of Christ

903 E 2nd St 
Merrill WI 54452 

Office:  715-536-7322

Pastoral Care Needs:
715.575.3191

Kyle

Yesterday was the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day. It’s a day when we remember the life 
of a man who was martyred in the name of his beliefs. There can be a tendency to remember 
the gentler side of non-violent protest of which Rev. King was one of the shining examples in 
human history. However, there was also a fierceness about him, and his convictions, that can get 
overlooked. 

It can be difficult to know what to do with a towering figure such as Dr. King. Particularly when so 
many people alive today shared some of his lifetime. It seems to me, when it comes to the larger 
issues of our society and our life together, that we tend to take the easier of paths. It’s easy to look 
at the work and life of Rev. King and say these issues are too big. There’s too much and nothing I 
do will make a difference. Sure, King was just one man, but I’m not him … and certainly the Civil 
Rights movement was not just one man, but a cast of thousands. 

It’s easy to stand with Rev. King and say that we wholeheartedly support and agree with everything 
he says. We can lift him up and say, “This is what I believe, too.” We can get angry in the face 
of injustice, and post on Facebook our frustrations about “those other people” who “don’t get it.” 

It’s easy to hold events and dinners and concerts and to talk about Rev. King’s legacy. We gather 
with like-minded people and celebrate our like-mindedness. To share quotes and to speak in 
broad terms about how nearly all of the great religious traditions throughout human history have 
shared language around the Golden rule. (Which is true.) We remember that these same religious 
traditions have similar language and calls to their people about how they are to treat and respond 
to the stranger - with compassion, kindness, and hospitality - including Christianity. (Which is 
also true.)

It’s easy for a business writer to take segments of Rev. King’s “I Have a Dream” speech and turn 
it into encouragement for aspiring entrepreneurs as a case study in following their own dreams, 
perhaps missing that it might be a misappropriation of the original speech … and dream. 

It’s easy to find a lot of reasons as to why we don’t live in the 1960’s anymore. There are many 
who still refer to it as the good ole days, even with separate bathrooms and drinking fountains 
with signs labeled “Colored” and “White.” It can be easy to say that the Civil Rights Movement 
was more than fifty years ago, it’s time to move on. It’s easy to say that other people just need to 
get over themselves and not take responsibility for the culture in which we all live. 

However, I believe it’s more difficult to hear some of Rev. King’s words such as “Injustice anywhere 
is a threat to justice everywhere” and really come away with a sense of what that means and what 
kind of call that puts on our lives, if we are to believe that it’s true. 

It’s more difficult to listen to another’s story that is different than our own, no matter whether 
they’ve lived a life with us in the same town, or if they’ve lived lots of places. It seems that no 
matter how much or how little we hold in common with someone, when our emotions are 
engaged and our defenses are raised, it can be difficult to listen to anyone’s story and find a way 
to make space for it within our own. 

As people of faith, we have this challenge all the time. We read the gospels and hear stories of one 
who taught life-changing, world-transforming, non-common sensical lessons, that are indeed 
difficult to hear and more difficult to take into our lives. And yet, that is our call. We are called 
to go beyond ourselves, to look beyond our own needs, ideas, opinions, beliefs, thoughts, likes, 
and dislikes, and to seek something more. Rev. King did this, and set an example that is there to 
captivate our hearts and lives, if we are willing to let it. His dream was for us all, and many are 
still living nightmares, and others of us are still asleep. How will we commit to being awake? How 
will we do something today, that was different from what we did yesterday? It’s more difficult, but 
what else could make more of a difference?

May God bless you and this inseparable journey we share.
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WHAT IS NEXT?
In December your Church & Ministry committee began 
discussions of what is the next step in the pastoral 
leadership of our St. Stephens.  We have discussed 
three different paths going forward but have not settled 
on any one. In the meantime, we decided it would be 
wise to begin the process for a search of an Associate 
Pastor. This is a formal process whereby we must follow 
the protocol established by the Manual on Ministry of 
the United Church of Christ.

The first step is to write a Church Profile which is 
considered to be a “discovery document.” This 
document, when finished, will be the entry point into 
the formal search process. We will then have access to 
the profiles of Pastors seeking a call.  

The profile is a lengthy and time consuming process 
which, when done, will answer many questions 
including:  WHO ARE WE NOW, WHO IS OUR 
NEIGHBOR, and WHO IS GOD CALLING US TO 
BECOME. In order to complete the profile quickly, we 
formed a four person subcommittee to allow more 
flexibility for scheduling. Our goal is to have the Profile 
completed by the 1st of March. This completed profile 
will provide Pastors who are seeking a Call their first 
look at St. Stephens.

Going forward after the Profile is completed, Church 
& Ministry will conduct the actual search process with 
the possible addition of one or two members selected 
at large from your Church Council.

This is an important time of discernment in your Church. 
We need to look at all of the possibilities for going 
forward. As is commonly said, we need to look outside 
of the box, as well as at the way we have done it before. 

Our Merrill community and further out is noticing that 
“something” good is going on at St. Stephens. Come 
along and, as one, let’s build something good and 
meaningful together.

We will keep you advised as to milestones in this 
process.

- Gary Schwartz, Chair
Church & Ministry

CONGRATULATIONS TO REV. MISSY & REV. TIM!
Rev. Missy Holdorf and Rev. Tim Miller were married 
in a small private ceremony in the parsonage at First 
Congregational United Church of Christ in Wisconsin 
Rapids on Friday, January 13, 2017. We wish them a life 
filled with joy, health, and happiness together! 

Congratulations and good wishes will reach the new 
“Mr. & Mrs.” or “Rev. and Rev.” at the following address:
 Rev. Missy & Rev. Tim Miller
 321 3rd Street S
 Wisconsin Rapids, WI  54494

Flowers on the Altar last Sunday, January 15, were in 
honor of the marriage of Rev. Missy & Rev. Tim Miller 
on January 13, 2017, from Scott & Kelly Wallace & 
Family and John Schewe, Diane Goetsch, & Family. 

The flowers on the stands in church last Sunday were in 
memory of Dennis Olsen from Family & Friends.

2017 CONTRIBUTION ENVELOPES 
Boxes of contribution envelopes for 2017 are available 
at the Scrip table after worship services or in the 
office during the week. We’re doing things a little 
differently this year, as we’ve been throwing out too 
many envelopes in recent years. We also recognize 
that many individuals who opt to give electronically 
may no longer need paper envelopes.

Please do NOT use old 2016 envelopes, as your 
number WILL be different for 2017! Instead, stop 
and pick up a new box of 2017 envelopes with a new 
number. If you choose to give without numbered 
contribution envelopes, please be sure to print your 
name on your envelope so we can give you credit on 
your contribution statement at the end of the year.

If you have any questions, please call Tina in the office.
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LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR
Have you ever wanted to learn 
to play guitar? Guitar lessons are 
now available for anyone age 12 
and up: Eight basic beginner guitar 
lessons for $20 total. Lessons begin 
on Thursday, January 26, at 6:30 
PM in the first floor classroom at 
St. Stephens. Classes will be held 
every other Thursday evening 
through May 4. You must have 
and bring a playable guitar. Call 
John Heckendorf at (715)-536-
7748 to sign up. Pre-registration is 
required.

Please write the amount of your donation on the 
outside of your envelope. It makes things easier for the 
counters! Thank you!

USHERS CLUB MEETING CHANGED
The Ushers Club Meeting has been moved to Tuesday, 
January 24, starting at 6:30 PM.

The Wisconsin Home Energy 
Assistance Program for the 2016-
2017 heating year is accepting 
applications and is scheduled 
to run until May 15, 2017. Call 

715.539.1344 to make an appointment. Eligibility is 
based on household size and gross income in the 
three months prior to the month of application.

SAINT STEPHENS 
FAST PITCH 

SOFTBALL LEAGUE 
TEAM SIGN UP!

Yes, the calendar 
still says January, but 
it’s not too early to 
sign up for the Saint 
Stephens Softball 
Team! Jerry Burnett, 
our team’s manager, 
has begun recruiting. 
If you would like to 

play some softball this summer and have a lot of fun, 
call Jerry at 715.536.6191 or email him at jburnettwi@
frontier.com and get signed up to be on our team!

Our deadline for early registration of our team and roster 
is March 15, so please contact Jerry prior to March 7.

IS YOUR MARRIAGE IN TROUBLE?
You Can Help Your Marriage – Do you feel alone? Are 
you frustrated or angry with each other? Do you argue, or 
have you just stopped talking to each other? Does talking 
about it only make it worse? Retrouvaille (pronounced 
retro-vi with a long i) helps couples through difficult 
times in their marriages. This program has helped 10’s 
of 1000’s of couples experiencing difficulties in their 
marriage and saved countless couples from divorce.

Retrouvaille simply means “rediscovery”. The program 
offers the chance to rediscover yourself, your spouse, 
and a loving relationship in your marriage. Retrouvaille 
is a not spiritual retreat, not a sensitivity group, not a 
seminar, not a social gathering.

Retrouvaille “Marriage 911” Weekends - Retrouvaille 
is a program designed to give you the tools you need 
to keep a marriage together. The program consists of 
a Weekend and six follow-up sessions. It is all about 
communication between spouses, and you are not 
asked to share information with anyone but each other. 
Retrouvaille is an opportunity to rediscover each other 
and to reopen communication with a positive new 
perspective.

For confidential information about or to register for 
the upcoming program beginning with a Weekend on 
February 10-12, call 1-877-922-HOPE (4673), email: 
centralwi@retrouvaille.org or visit the web site at www.
HelpOurMarriage.com This Weekend will be held at 
the St. Anthony Spirituality Center in Marathon.

At 5 PM Monday

Scalloped Potatoes and Ham 
Hot Veggie 

Dessert and Beverages
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Christmas Eve Generosity Totals $5,506.46!
For Christmas Eve 2016, the Church Council decided 
to again give away our Christmas Eve offering, to move 
forward in a spirit of great generosity and love. As with 
last year, we wanted to trust that each of us does our part 
to faithfully fund the work and ministry of the church 
during the year, so the Christmas Eve offering should be 
about Christmas ... and giving ... and love, and not about 
the bills we pay. 

The offering received at all three Christmas Eve services 
will be given away ... entirely, with two worthy causes 
sharing equally as the recipients of your Christmas 
Eve 2016 generosity:  Jessi’s Wish and United Church 
Camps. Since the total of Christmas Eve giving (in both 
Christmas Eve envelopes and the loose offerings) totaled 
$5,506.46, Jessi’s Wish will soon receive a check in 
the amount of $2,753.23. Likewise, we will also send 
a check for $2,753.23 to United Church Camps to help 
fund outdoor ministry.

Thanks to each and every one of you who gave so 
generously from your heart this past Christmas Eve. Your 
gift will touch many lives in many ways! To learn more 
about the two organizations that were the recipients of 
these funds, please refer back to recent issues of the 
Interpreter! 

Come one, Come all
Wednesday night worship
A simple, meditative, communion service.

5:45 - 6:30 PM

There is nothing required. Come as you are

to find a space of rest and reflection and peace.

A short video from www.theworkofthepeople.com 

offers the theme for each service, with scripture, a short 

meditation, silence and simple music.

CHANGES IN THE LAST TWO YEARS?
Has your address changed in the last two years? What 
about your email or your phone number? Perhaps you 
canceled your land line and went exclusively to a cell 
phone? If so, did you notify us in the church office? 
Chances are that may have slipped between the cracks. 
We want to stay in touch with you, but we can’t do that 
without current contact information! 

Our November mailing yielded nearly two dozen 
letters that were “Return to Sender - Not deliverable as 
addressed - Unable to Forward” ... so if your information 
has changed in the last two years, please notify the 
church office to ensure we have your new information. 
Thanks!

“I want to thank you for the generous love and support 

Jerry and I have received from my church family. I 

can’t begin to tell you how uplifting it is to know that 

so many people are thinking of and praying for us.

Love Shelly Burnett”
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FEED YOUR SPIRIT . . .
The Reluctant Giver

“Each of you must give as you have made up your mind, 
not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a 
cheerful giver.” - 2 Corinthians 9:7  

The little boy, for whom the words “tow-headed” 
seemed to have been invented, eagerly ran to the front 
of the church for the children’s message.  As they had 
many times before, most of the children put coins into a 
basket placed in the aisle along the way.  The tow-head 
ran to the basket and threw two coins in with his right 
hand.  Then he turned back toward the congregation, 
showed his mother his left hand and declared in a 
flamboyant stage whisper:  “I’m just gonna keep this 
one.”   The tow-head’s mother waved him over and 
their heads bent together.  After a short exchange, the 
tow-head trudged back and placed the last coin in the 
basket.  After that, he joined the other kids in the circle.  
The coin seemingly forgotten, he sang as joyfully and as 
loudly as any of them.

All due respect to the Apostle Paul, but I just don’t agree 
with him. If I waited until my mind was made up to be 
generous…Good Lord! Who knows how long it would 
be until I gave with both hands?  Instead, I pray that 
God loves those of us who sometimes give only under 
compulsion. Those of us who, coming upon the basket, 
the envelope or the cup held out in a dirty hand, pause 
for a moment and confer with their Mother.  Those of us 
who sometimes have to be nudged into giving.  Those 
of us who, having given at last, join the circle of voices 
with as much cheer as those for whom generosity comes 
more easily.

Prayer

Mother, Thank you for your whispers of encouragement. 
And thank you, too, for the invitation to join the circle 
of singing voices, even when we our giving comes with 
reluctance.  Amen.

By Jennifer Brownell

WINTER FUN WITH SCRIP
Whether you are an outdoor winter enthusiast ... 
watching the weather report for reports of snowfall 
and counting the minutes until you can get out on your 
snowmobile or hit the slopes for some skiing ... or more 
of an indoor homebody who likes to hibernate through 
the cold winter months, do what you love to do with 
Scrip.

Need new warm outdoor sporting wear or accessories? 
Use Scrip from Dick’s Sporting Goods or Fleet Farm to 
get what you need. Before you head for the slopes, fill 
up your gas tank at any of the local gas stations that 
accept Scrip (almost all of them in Merrill do!) and pick 
up some snacks for the drive. Heading out in the ATV 
or snowmobile? Get your gas for your fun-mobiles using 
Scrip, too.

If you’re planning to keep warm and cozy inside, 
snuggle up with a super soft fleece blanket from Kohls 
with Scrip, pick up some great books or movies with 
Scrip from Barnes & Noble, or plan a mini outing to the 
Cosmo Theatre to get munchies and take in a movie 
on the big screen. Stop by First Street Coffee Station 
or drive through McDonald’s to get a yummy flavored 
coffee.

Need new snow shovels? Scrip for Wal Mart or Ace 
Hardware can get the job done. 

Gassing up your snow blower? Scrip ...

Don’t let the snow slow you down ... using Scrip is 
great all year round.!
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DOODLING IN CHURCH? YES!!!

Miriam-Webster’s Dictionary defines doodling as:  “an aimless or casual scribble, design, 
or sketch.” We’ve all seen people do it -- whether it is in a meeting, a class at school, or, 
dare we say it, during the sermon! And while most people might think this is the ultimate 
afront to the speaker, that it is in essence ignoring the speaker and allowing the mind to drift 
elsewhere, recent research is showing it is actually the exact opposite.

Contrary to the belief that people who doodle while listening are not paying attention, 
studies have shown that doodlers actually remember more than nondoodlers when asked 
to retain information. Psychologist Jackie Andrade of the University of Plymouth in southern 
England said as much in her study, the results of which were published in the journal Applied 
Cognitive Psychology. In the study conducted, doodlers retained 29% more information 
than nondoodlers.

Andrade offered several theories about how and why doodling aids memory, one of the 
most persuasive being that doodling requires just enough cognitive resources (brain power) 
to prevent your mind from daydreaming. We all know how easy it is to daydream for “just a 
second” and then our brains flit from one thing to the next to the next, and in the meantime, 
we’ve lost total track of what the person speaking is saying. The way our brains lead from 
one thought to the next to the next is what psychologists call “executive functioning.” 

Doodling operates on another level. It doesn’t involve much executive functioning but rather 
requires your brain to use just enough energy to stop it from daydreaming so that you can 
pay attention.

Having explained all this, you will soon notice that your Sunday church bulletin will begin 
to have some options for doodling. There may be some nice little swirls or shapes you can 
trace or shade in while you are listening. There will most certainly be some blank space 
where you are welcome to take notes or simply doodle whatever swirls, shapes, objects, or 
sketches emit themselves from your pen or pencil. There will be pens and pencils available 
in the back of church or the pews, which you are welcomed and encouraged to use for the 
purpose of doodling while you listen.

And you most certainly will not get any stony looks from the pastor, inquiries about whether 
“our topic is boring you, Mr. Carnes,” or pokes in the ribs from your neighbor to “pay attention!” 
while you are doodling. 

So happy sermon-listening and happy doodling, too! May your retention be enriched and 
your drawing skills never be judged! 
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Sunday School is back in session! See you on Sundays 
during the 9:00 AM service. Parents should drop 
children off at their classrooms prior to the service. 
Thanks!

SUNDAY SCHOOL
NOTES

LEAVE A LEGACY IN YOUR WILL ...
If you would like to leave a legacy gift ... something that 
will continue to do good work beyond your lifetime ... 
we hope you will consider including a gift to Saint 
Stephens United Church of Christ in your will or living 
trust. Such a gift is referred to as a charitable bequest. 
It is easy to do and requires only a few sentences in 
your will or trust designating Saint Stephens United 
Church of Christ as a beneficiary. And, you can change 
your mind at any time during your lifetime by simply 
changing your will or trust. 

Bequests may be for a specific item or account or for 
a specific amount of money, may be contingent on 
specific events, or may be for a percentage of your 
estate. If your estate is subject to estate tax, the full 
value of your charitable bequest will be an estate tax 
charitable deduction. Talk to your tax advisor for more 
information about charitable giving!

“Thank you for the wheelchair. It was very, very helpful.”
Thanks again,

- Caleb McCorkle

Don’t Forget to Use Scrip -  
It’s just like Cash!
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GIVING PLUS 1 FOR 2017
It’s the new year, and we’re excited to embrace our 
Giving Plus 1 initiative for 2017! The concept is simple:  
Adding $1 each week to what you would normally give 
for your weekly offering. 

Give it a try! If you don’t currently give at all, put $1 in 
an envelope each week. Just a simple dollar per week. 
It’s all we’re asking. 

And if you are already a regular giver, add $1 to the 
amount you usually give.

Simple. Easy. Powerful when we all 
do it. 

We’re getting excited to see donations 
coming in amounts like for $21, $41, 
$61, and $101. Go ahead! Start now! 
Get excited for stewardship with us!

What is Re-Member all about? What did the group who 
went to the Pine Ridge Reservation last summer do? Is 
this something you might want to do this summer when 
a group from Saint Stephens goes again?

If you are considering joining the Re-Member group 
going to South Dakota this summer, or if you’d just 
like to learn more about the culture and the struggles 
faced on the reservation, please join us at our home for 

“Indian fry bread,” a related movie, and great discussion 
on Sunday, February 12, at 3:30 PM.

Our address is: W2877 County Road G, Merrill. (We 
are on the southeast corner of G and French Ridge 
Road, just 4 miles east of the Hwy 17/G intersection.)  
Please call 715 218-2543, or the church office , or email 
ltkwallace1@yahoo.com to reserve a spot on the sofa.

- Scott and Kelly Wallace

P.S. At this time of year, the Oglagla Lakota Oyate on the 
Pine Ridge Reservation depend on Re-Member for even 
more assistance ... with bare necessities like firewood, 
propane, and electricity, as well as coats, boots, and 
bedding. Can you help? Earmark your donations for Re-
Member Winter Needs and put it into the collection 
basket, and we’ll be sure to pass it along to help this 
community weather the winter!

Stop in the church office to pick up some Scrip 
before you head out shopping! We now have 

MANY vendors’ Scrip here in stock.
And the Scrip volunteers will be happy to special 

order other Scrip on Sunday for you, too!

DINNER @ FIVE NEEDS DONATIONS
Dinner @ Five could use a financial boost and we are 
hoping you can help. Whether it’s $5 or $50, if you can 
earmark a bit this month (or perhaps every month) to 
help with this ministry, it would be greatly appreciated. 
Simply mark an envelope with the words “Dinner @ Five 
donation” and drop it into the collection plate or take it 
to the church office. If you put your envelope number 
on your donation, it will appear on your contribution 
statement as a tax-deductible contribution. 

Remember:  SCRIP 
costs you NOTHING 

to use in place of 
cash!

PINE CREST WORSHIP
The January Pine Crest worship service will be held at 
2:00 PM on Thursday, January 26. Members scheduled 
to assist residents to the service are Kathy Case, Linda 
Hass, and Penny Hommerding. Rev. Kyle Carnes will 
lead the worship service, and Darlene Johnson is the 
pianist.

CHURCH DIRECTORIES STILL AVAILABLE
Did you pick up a 2016 Church Directory? If not, we 
still have quite a few available. You are welcome to pick 
one up if you would like one, even if you did not have 
your picture taken. Church Directories are available in 
the Kuck Lounge on the wall near the kiosk and also in 
the church office for the asking.
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OPEN SPONSORSHIP DATES

Flowers 
Sign up in Office 

January 29 
February 12, 26

Radio Ministry 
Call the Office 
January 22, 29 
February 19, 26

Coffee Hour 
January 29 

February 12, 19, 26 
March 5, 19, 26

Memorials will be printed with the dollar figures shown unless otherwise specified.

 OCWM
 $10.00 in memory of Ardell Schulz from Lavern Sabatke & Diana Huston
 $10.00 in memory of Michael Duginski from Lavern Sabatke & Diana Huston 

Organ
 $30.00 in memory of Dennis Olsen from Bill & Joanne Wengeler

New Roof
 $20.00 in memory of Dennis Olsen from Dan & Patsy Pick
 $10.00 in memory of Dennis Olsen from Missy & Dennis Ruge

Dinner @ Five
 $10.00 in memory of Bill Storm from Kelly & Barb Davenport

MEMORIALS

THIS SUNDAY, JANUARY 22:  Worship at 9:00 AM, Sunday School & Nursery; Worship at 10:30 AM 
DINNER @ FIVE Every Monday at 5:00 PM in the Fellowship Hall 

EVERY WEDNESDAY:  Worship at 5:45 PM
RE-MEMBER EVENING AT THE WALLACES:  Sunday, February 12, at 3::30 PM

ASH WEDNESDAY:  Wednesday, March 1, 2017

UPCOMING EVENTS

2017 CHURCH COUNCIL MEMBERS/OFFICERS

President Bill McIntyre
Vice President Kent Reinhardt
Treasurer Sara Zastrow
Secretary Terry Krueger
  Kristine Bowe
  Tyler Drake
  Kevin Golisch
  Jennifer Oestreich
  Cliff Williams
  Michelle Roberge
  Beth Houle
  Marge Johnson
Clergy:  Rev. Kyle Carnes



SUNDAY, JANUARY 22 ... Third Sunday After Epiphany

Worship at 9:00 AM and 10:30 AM 
Sunday School & Nursery during 9:00 AM Worship

 Rev. Kyle Carnes will be preaching.

Flowers on the altar are in memory of Doris Haas on her birthday from  
Mari Nelson & Family. 

Coffee Hour is sponsored by Pearl Sabatke, Lorri Vandre, Judy Ayer, Jean Hoeft, 
Amanda Hoeft, and Cheryl Kanitz.  

Radio Ministry is unsponsored at the time of publishing.

For subscriptions,  
removals or changes of 
address: 715-536-7322 or  
interpreter@ststephensucc.net
E-MAIL PROVIDES THE BEST 
SERVICE.

WEEKLY CALENDAR
MONDAY, JANUARY 23 
 9:30 Former PALS 
 5:00 Dinner @ Five 
 5:00 Aerobics 
 6:00 Habitat for Humanity

TUESDAY, JANUARY 24 
 6:00 Zumba

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25 
 9:30 Former PALS 
 5:45 Worship 
 6:30 Narcotics Anonymous 
 (Open Meeting)  
 6:45 Choir

THURSDAY, JANUARY 26 
 9:30 Former PALS 
 2:00 Pine Crest 
 5:00 Aerobics 
 6:00 Chimes 
 6:30 Guitar Lessons

FRIDAY, JANUARY 27 
 12:00 Alcoholics Anonymous
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Pastoral Care Telephone Number:  
715.575.3191. 

Please add this number to the contacts in your 
cell phone or keep with your other important or 
emergency telephone numbers.

NURSERY
Nursery care is available during our 9:00 AM worship service. 
Leave your little ones in the capable hands of our nursery 
volunteers and get the most out of the service!

SNOW REMOVAL THIS WINTER
While we have contracted for our snow removal, 
there are times when they may not be here 
immediately after the snow falls to get the sidewalks 
cleared, such as during worship services. If you can 
lend a hand on Sunday mornings by occassionally 
picking up a shovel or spreading some salt, we’d 
appreciate it!


